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Two poems (& a play)
to say bread
we tamed mountains
assaulted distances
noses stuck out & up
for the shallow odour
of silver

( eureka europe gathers the dust of a fallen berlin wall
aftica rolls in the mud of its tropical brain-fall )

we left homes
herds hearts
to spite the reckless hunger
on the numeral horizon of lolly

so the sun
cd spare us her searing glance

habari gani africa
so free & unconscious where you sit
drowning in complacence's shit
a national situation its universal station top of the pops
pulled off the shelf when the rand drops
it takes a self-exultation / struggle ticket to ride the train
fortune-wheels in cranial rotation
slaves of example now masters of spectacle
hoarding seed crushed in loins labour broken
his / her / its imperial majestic(k) token
vacuum cleaning out a skull turning the brain cocaine
spliffing powdered bone / membrane rolled up in a dollar bill
terms of revolution's dictation not for negotiation

but now you see me
all earthscent & skewed skunk

pulp in the rot to a fetter
now you see me
a bruising stagger

hammered to hell
& screwed to a grovel by a capital habari gani africa

government's hammering & anvilling consent
quoted out of pavlovian con-text
self aggrandisement's god complex in torment
self-eulogises til images of own creation believe the guise
soulthiefblindbelief demonsermonmindrelief gnu consciousness
in bloodstreams 100 crass reflections of pork righteousness
nation's birth's midwife's face upon currency
wrath's head stamping the image-making of democracy
historical revamping drumbeating politicking
upon a slime bomb's ticking
bent-backing for international mother fucking
epiloguing your orifices puckering to nuclear waste puking

while their gleam comes true
suited greed to highrise paradise

pulsing oil & glitter through lucre
i fierce my furrowed eye to a
boulder plowed in the face
& as you wonder
whether i bring smile or smite
my furnace thinks of you

habari gani africa
operation eradication death movement's in stealth
declaration of good intention by tin-godly decree
mOrtality a military spending spree of corpse-wealth
morality's education for the living in health
a spiritual fulfilment read the gospel of saint general



in the satan staple book-write of denial
smiles of mirror practise / tv screen cosmetise flies on disease
spotlights out on melting americanised scream / ice-cream expression
& fatsweat's a sweet taste to thirst of emaciation
dark incontinent orwellian sequence content in emancipation
liesmacks soundtrack the powermonging in conference
crack-polished-bone-mirages affluence & wretchedness confluence

arrived as implosion of oppression's child
have you survived explosion of liberation gone wild
nightfly hover above deceit heated under muckiness' cover
new worldly empty embraces of darkness' lover
black despair / regency shame borne coldfear's catarrh as trophy
ignorance's arrogance destruction's slave-agent of catastrophe

habari gani africa
for everything the media sells
foul winds of small change fanning both flag waving & burning
on both sides clogged-up brain-cells
commerce's judas coins always spinning
tails or heads of state turning
& vanity before humanity only beasts beauty contesting & winning
sankara-sermon-legacy's silent witness
wash our marks of millennial cains in blood of self-sacrifice
adam-father's sin-seed nakedness in the skin of his genes
fallen smashed upon eartheaven's kilns to fashion artifices /
edifices tegumental monuments luciferean at human genesis
graveyard upheavals of self-revelations

habari gani africa
bloodstains on morguesheet sweat of impotence
born to die lie dead in the street the lie of omnipotence
scarstripes on the soul sign of demention / delusion
look of drugged minds hidden behind illusion
& outside the grenade-reality-cracked window the botched moment
licemen of the west bearing gifts rearing rifts of torment
come to perform reconciliation a land's abortion operation
nuclear wasted to the world's acceptance / assimilation
a disembowelment your creation cursed to a brain deathblow
manchildwomanimal NOWHERE left / right / middle / 0 ...
sixfeetdownbelow
glow longknifenightsessionsplashed blooddroplets in the sewers
fleshpieces from crossed Xs / axes of man-made-wood hewers

habari gani africa
dross rehearsal in cock-suction for intravenereal progression
a grain of wheat away from maggot-fat down six feet
land of sunshining on the aboveground in starleading roles
cold deep inside butt-plugged holes where scarred souls sit
scorncobwebbed for intestinceneration by nuclear excretion
amputated arms held out for world rank alms of bob or twO doles
fake deliverance in providence's corruption
bred on breadmoulded destitution
not diarrhoea or constipation your innards revolution
birth of the incubus bursting out of the umbilicus in eruption
commerce acidsluiced out your intestines
barrenstoned from lusty look of land-barons' medussa concubines

habari gani africa
purification rite-sight / site unset for handheldfirstworld viewers
no hard meat & bone news chewers
parental guidance adviced to toothless pensioners of civilisation
radioactivation messages of rage beyond broadcast of the age
riding gossamer telewaves of the royal educated savage
thunder before morning conceived of night's ravage
squash for wine the fleas on which you dine serpentine
brine-soaken oaken to the druid broken barkbacked
dried-up spinal fluid hangs a lifeline / capitalisticked sucked bloodmine
mortality / age on mortgage steal-deal tables fangstacked

( eureka europe gathers the dust of a fallen berlin wall
africa rolls in the mud of its tropical brainfall )

habari gani africa
criminal-against-humanity-element become celebrant
hour of the serpent's servant in power's fervent dance
to the slashed drum's heartbeat in despoticardiac arrest
king-poet-pus sings president sore's praises
faeces on tongue's feet pound to the sound of a wound's abscess
stagnation's ambition putrefaction's ad / ministration



(slave driver grave saliva
soja come soja go what he bring come forever)

1
multi-kulti dressed in mufti fela kuti's beast of no nation
rises to hold international station
what it eats swells up where it sits spills out in the street
army-arrangemen t-expens ive-sh it
human & cold on the pavement beyond martin luther king's highway
illusion dies in a trail of grey
pollution under the southern sky
gives the beast an almighty high

2
politics a capital dance policy runs on finance
profit on the rise the fall of conscience
clean collar hearts dollar ride to sewer-side
information more than the next person
principal positon of intercourse
read the gospel of saint karl marx
the cliche is a clinch it clenches around the glitch
life is a bitch yes disease & pestilence
commerce dictates you fuck her in silence

3
colonization in revolution's disguise sows arms both sides of conflict reaps

deadly harvests
progress replaces the monstrous with its grandmother much worse
it's a truth-taking myth making death of innocence's
kiss & caress of class' cutlass
necks & axes in commerce's congress

4
track of no foundation bellyful of radiation
no enemy no friend we follow the global trend
blade cutting mendicant hand
socialism's said to fail we attach to capital's tail
smell of hell when that tail is raised

a taste of nuclear waste
radioactivity does not sate a health-thirst
it pumps full of eternal rest in the mouth
the perennial tale of the south

5
mattera called it a weapon no error thereupon
stock up on the memory terror-hawk's got an armoury
bloodstring puppetry skins&bones sing in harmony:
what did we fight for strike up the light for
bring the night for wreckers of the world ignite for
who / why loot&shoot for dig down to root scream for

reap the do / die fruit for?
"I have a dream" of war
red like dread days of yore
yours same as before

(slave driver grave saliva
soja come soja go what he bring come forever& evermore AMEN)



one character's only duty is to run around the stage shouting
amandla! and other slogans throughout. that and the occasional stone
throwing at anything that moves. that serves as a breathtaking device.
we don't want him to die of sheer exhaustion before the main charac-
ter-whom we'll meet in due battle course-gets to him. and of
course the mandatory toyi-toyi. and then he'll also need an AK assault
rifle.

this we'll have to march to the movement's nodding headquarters
to demand. for this part i'll need a well pap fed soweto youth. ah
here's our other main character. what? oh you will need a costume? of
course! comprising of only a headband. okay okay you don't need to
crack my head with that knobbed-kierie. a red one, significant of ...

i see. okwe gazi el'qhuma Ii gwaz' inkanyezi ... significant of blood.
1 see.

its letting of course. then he'll need quite a few assegais, shields
and knobkierries, demanding therefore a physically fit hostel dweller
who knows how to bash something-preferably human-on the head
until long after it has stopped moving. he'll need a good voice to
shout usuthu! at every war dance and head-bashing turn.

side by side with him to add colour to the occasion, i need a
blue-clad policeman who won't have a lot to do either. just ride
around the stage in an armoured van. shooting directly and incessantly
at the youth and his immediate surroundings. then i need a few fire
tongued older men to make hot speeches about traditional / cultural
weapons. a few skulls with brains-children's preferably, or very weak
and elderly people's-spilling our and police mongrels lapping these
up will be of some american-award-winning significance. a number of
dustbins overflowing with fresh corpses will be of great necessity.

the stage will have to be in ruins, burning, smoke everywhere.
the audience will have to make do as best they can. the audience

be warned, the likelihood of their joining the cast is very high.
throughout the play's run.

at this point i light a match and necklace a cigarette. the smell of
burning human flesh is revolting. but i gulp it down none the less. it
is part of the play. he wrinkles his nose at the smell. and lifts his glass
to his lips. no! i scream and tear the blood-filled object out of his
hand and smash it down on ... no, before that i look again and find
no red inside, he looks at me, a jackboot-puzzled look on his face.
after a while, "perhaps i better go home," he tells me. where is his
home? i don't ask him but the thought jumps out of my stomach and

has me running to the toilet before anyone gets embarrassed and moves
with the time of my dysentery.

two men, white from the look of them, are on an electric light
civilised swear campaign.

"sea kaffir! boat barbarian pora."
"sout piel! one foot in england the other in south africa bleeding penis

in the sea!"
we look at them and they turn on us. the rest is best left unwritten.

suffice it to say, that i thank them here and now for breaking the bones of
our monotony. my knuckles are still painful from the flesh encounter.
such sweet pain, such painful pleasure.

at the next bar lines are drawn.
"ya the zulus are dam barbaric. all they are capable of is murder and

they take that for the height of sophistication!"
"we shall not be led by the nose by compulsively lying kleptomaniac

xhosas! usuthu!"
"shut up you mountain monkey mosotho, the only thing you people

know is eating cats and horses."
"oh ya, when did you ndebele cannibals stop eating human beings?"
"as for you tswanas and your snake skinny pseudo-intellectual sour

porridge drunk above the rabble closer to the queen's pink arselicking
bullshit ... "

"stupid like your worm eating ancestors bundu headed shanagaan ... "
blacker than thou politics in a kaleidoscope country.
the ultra african comes our from under his grandfather's lice-infested

loincloth and adjusts his tie, "shoo, it's getting hot in wonderland, switch
on the air conditioner, alice."

i am also part of the cast, needing to die on the opening night. or day
even. or even anytime during the play's run. the time is not set. the dying
is, though. this is because i need to dip my finger in my grave wounds to
write the script. so i might even have to die before its writing is done. in
this event the cast will have to make do on their own. that will not be
difficult since the script is written daily across the face of this land.


